George Washington University alum Emily Kelly, class of 2015, currently works as a Teacher and the Commercial Administrative Manager at Beyond English, a certified B Corporation located in Santiago, Chile. As a proud member of the B Corporation movement, Beyond English utilizes English as a vehicle for social change, teaching exceptional English classes to both business professionals through private courses and young students in at-risk neighborhoods through our BEST program.

Emily studied International Affairs at George Washington University, and after studying abroad for a year at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Emily decided to return to the city that had opened a new world to her and sparked her curiosity for intercultural exchange. She began working as a Teaching Fellow with Beyond English in May of 2015 and soon after took on a commercial position that utilized her strengths as an organized, approachable self-starter. The best parts about being a member of the BE team? "Aside from the striking beauty of Chile, I love the energy and excitement that comes with working for a young company with big dreams," Emily said. "The people are motivated and positive, and we have the opportunity to get to know Chileans from all across Santiago. I especially love working with the kids; watching their confidence grow as they are given more opportunities to interact and experiment with the English language is inspiring."

**Inspired to get involved?** Beyond English is currently seeking motivated young professionals for 10 month to 2 year salaried teaching positions in Santiago and rural regions of Chile. **Now accepting applications until October 1st for March 2017 positions!**

Visit [www.beyond-english.org](http://www.beyond-english.org) today to find out more!